Everest 2019 Trek &
World Record rugby attempts
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Trip Overview
The North side of Everest is steeped in the history of the early attempts
to climb Everest by George Mallory and his team. It forms a magnificent
arena to stage the world’s highest rugby matches! The “pitch” seen in the
centre of the photograph (below) is sandwiched between Lhakpa Ri
(7,045m) and Everest (just off the right of the photo). The trek up to
North Advanced Base Camp takes you far beyond the normal Base
Camp trek, and offers the most spectacular views of Everest and its
North Face. At this height, you will be just over one vertical mile
directly below Everest’s inspiring windswept summit.

Recommended Previous Experience
The trek can be tackled by strong walkers with
limited mountaineering experience. There are
no real technical difficulties on the approach up
to Everest North Advanced Base Camp (ABC) but
the trek will be quite physically demanding as you
gain altitude. The trip is ideally suited to fit walkers
who have perhaps previously climbed mountains
such as Kilimanjaro or trekked to 4,000m.
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“Having played a lot of rugby up
in Newcastle I’ve played in some
chilly conditions but this was
another level altogether!”
Tim Stimpson, winning skipper from the 2015 Arctic Challenge

#everestrugby

DETAILED ITINERARY
Day 1-2: Fly to Kathmandu
Depart the UK for Nepal. Transfer to hotel on arrival
in Kathmandu.

Day 3: Sightseeing in Kathmandu

Day 9: Xigatse – Xegar (4,350m)

Our high point today will be 5,520m as we cross the
Lhakpa La (5,520m), from where you can see Makalu
and Everest!

Explore the sights of Kathmandu and organise Visas
for China/Tibet.

Day 4: Visit orphanage OR school, Lhasa
You will have a chance to meet local children and
share your love of Rugby with them. We are currently
finalising the plan, but there may be the opportunity
to share your rugby skills with them.

Day 5: Kathmandu to Lhasa (3,600m)
Our Sherpa team leave Kathmandu overland ahead
of us as we take the spectacular morning flight
across the Himalayas to Lhasa (3,600m), where we
land at Gonggar airport. The drive from the airport
to our hotel in Lhasa takes around three hours.

Day 6: Sightseeing in Lhasa (3,600m)
In the morning we will enjoy the sights of Lhasa whilst
our bodies begin the slow process of acclimatisation.
We’ll visit the impressive Potala Palace and Jokhang
Monastery.

Day 10: Xegar – Base Camp (5,200m)

We will leave the main road today and head towards
the famous village of Rongbuk. The road becomes
rougher and rougher as we ascend but the scenery
becomes even more spectacular and finally the
awesome North Face of Everest appears. If time
permits, we will stop and visit the Rongbuk Monastery
from where we will be able to see Everest in its full
beauty. A further forty minutes’ driving will see our
arrival at Base Camp.

Day 7: Lhasa to Gyantse (3,950m)
Today we will start our journey towards Base Camp
crossing the many high passes of Tibet to further aid
our acclimatisation and ensure we arrive at BC in good
health. The Kampala La (high pass) at 4,990m offers
superb views of the turquoise lake Yamdrok Tso. Karo
La takes us to our high point of the day at 5010m
before reaching Gyantse (3,900m) for our overnight
stay. Gyantse lies on the old trade route between
Sikkim (India) and Tibet, the route originally taken
by George Mallory to reach Mount Everest in 1921.

Day 8: Gyantse 3,950m – (Xigatse 3,900m)
The following day, we’ll drive to Xigatse, the second
most important city of Tibet, where we’ll visit the
Thashilumpo temple and the fortress Samzhuzê,
built in 1363, which is the oldest building in
Xigatse and the residence of the Panchen Lama.
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MOUNT EVEREST IS THE HIGHEST
MOUNTAIN ON EARTH WITH A
HEIGHT OF 8,848M ABOVE SEA LEVEL
#everestrugby

Day 11-12: Acclimatisation walks/scramble

Day 15: Trek to Advanced Base Camp (6,340m)

At Base Camp you will have the chance to meet and
share stories with the summit team, get to know
them and become part of the expedition. During the
acclimatisation period you should have time to go back
and visit the famous Rongbuk Monastery and climb up
the local hills to around 6,000m before your yaks arrive
to accompany you to Advanced Base Camp (ABC).

The final ascent to Advanced Base Camp follows the
ice pinnacles round to the right of Changtse base to
pick up the final moraine band which will eventually
bring you to ABC (Camp 3) a group of flattened
gravel mounds beside the glacier. The pinnacles,
the frightening group of rock palisades that kept
the Northeast Ridge unclimbed for so long, are just
another 1.5km further up from Camp 3. Most amazing
of all is the ridge extending above the Pinnacles to
the southwest; the striated rock summit of Everest.
The top of this mountain appears phenomenally close;
it is little more than 2,400 metres higher than Camp 3.
This is the closest non-climbers can get to the top
of Everest. With a pair of binoculars, you are almost
there! Our comfortable mess tent forms the centre of
camp in full view of Everest, the North Col, Lhakpa Ri
and of course your rugby pitch! You can share in and
watch our team prepare for their summit attempts.

Day 13: Trek to Camp 1 (5,460m)
The Rongbuk Glacier is an impressive frozen ocean of
ice waves. From here the views of the glacier and the
Himalayan peaks are some of the most dramatic in
Tibet. Along the east side of the glacier is the trail that
expeditions use to begin their climbs of Everest and
this is the trail we are taking. Camp 1 (5,460m) is set
in a barren world of moraine hills under beautifully
sculpted yellow-orange granite cliffs. The next camp is
too far to reach in a single day, so to help us acclimatise
we spend the remainder of the afternoon exploring
the gravely snout of the east Rongbuk Glacier.

Day 14: Trek to Camp 2 (5,970m)
About two hours beyond Intermediate Camp 2,
the central ridgeline leads into a confusion of ice
formations at the confluence with the Changtse
glacier. Camp 2 (only ten minutes from here) is set in
a beautiful location; glaciers large and small spill into
the valley from every direction and the appropriately
named Serac Highway continues to extend its unusual
gravel arm through the centre of the ice pinnacles.

Day 16: Rest Day at ABC
Time to relax and enjoy the views with a good cup of tea.

Day 17: Rest Day at ABC
Preparations and further acclimatisation for Rugby
Matches.

Day 18-19: Rugby Days
World Record attempts to play the highest game of
sevens rugby and touch rugby at circa 6,500m.

Day 20: Return to Base Camp
Day 21-22: Drive Base Camp to Kathmandu
Celebration meal

Day 23-24: return International Flights
Delays are possible – please note:
Every effort will be made to keep to the above itinerary but
as this is Adventure Travel in a remote mountain region,
we cannot guarantee it. Bureaucracy, weather and road
conditions, vehicle breakdowns and client health can all
contribute to changes. You would be responsible for any
extra night’s accommodation or costs due to you finishing the
trip early or due to unavoidable delays. In the case of a long
delay you may be required to change your international flight
and additional costs may be incurred by you. All additional
payments would need to be paid for whilst in-country.
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OTHER INFORMATION
Base Camp & Resources
We have established a comfortable and spacious
well-resourced Base Camp setup over the years
allowing you to relax.
• Carpeted mess tent, high backed chairs, heaters,
DVD player and flat screen TV.
• At Base Camp we provide individual tents and
at ABC 2 people to a 3 person tent.
• Good communication facilities that include
satellite telephones, e-mail and broadband
access via a BGAN and VHF base Radio sets.
• Charging facilities for electronic devices.
• Hot showers on demand.
• The Base Camp and ABC food is excellent and
designed to stimulate your appetite and keep you
going despite frequent altitude-induced loss of
appetite. Breakfast normally includes porridge
and cereal followed by eggs (fried, boiled, poached
or omelettes!), bacon and either bread or chapattis
with jam, honey, peanut butter etc. Lunch starts
with juice followed by a hot meal which may include
some of the following: chips, rice, lentils, vegetables,
salad, sandwiches, beans, tinned fish and tinned
meat. Dessert is usually fresh or tinned fruit and
tea. The evening meal always starts with soup
accompanied by poppadums, popcorn or prawn
crackers. The main meal varies from local style – Dal
Bhat (rice and lentils with an onion and vegetable
sauce), yak stew, momos etc. to western style –
yak burgers, chips, pasta, even pizza! Desserts
are equally appealing and include apple pie,
cake, custard etc. You will not be hungry!

Medical Cover
All our expedition leaders are trained in first aid and
have a good knowledge of high altitude problems.
The expedition will be equipped with:
• A well-stocked medical kit to deal with
mountaineering ailments
• A portable hyperbaric chamber (Gamow bag)
for emergency use in case of altitude sickness
• Emergency oxygen
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Altitude

You may already be familiar with the effects of altitude
from your previous experience. However if you are
new to trekking at high altitude you may still have
concerns about the effects of altitude. Don’t worry,
our itinerary allows sufficient time to acclimatise.
The best way to avoid symptoms is to do everything
slowly, walk at a steady pace and drink plenty of fluid.
Should you be the exception, we can usually allow you
to stay an extra night at a lower level and follow with
one of our local guides/Sherpas.

Equipment required & what to carry
On the acclimatisation walks you should aim to carry
a light day sack and this should contain 1-2L of water,
waterproofs, a spare warm layer, camera, mini first aid
kit, sun hat, sun cream, sunglasses, a warm hat and
gloves. The specialist items you will require include:
• Sleeping bag -20c*
• Down jacket suitable for 6,500m*
• Warm clothing
• Quality gloves
A full expedition kit list will be sent on booking and
the items marked * provided by Adventure Peaks.

Baggage

The baggage allowance on international flights is usually
around 20kg, however please be aware the limit is 15kg
on the Lhasa flight (any excess baggage is payable by
the client approx. $5 per kg). Boots and heavy clothing
can be worn onto the flight. Equipment and town
clothing can be left at the hotel in Kathmandu.

Insurance

Insurance is essential and must cover trekking up
to your highest altitude, medical evacuation and
medical expenses.

Tipping

Tipping is generally expected and part of everyday life
in Nepal and Tibet. We generally tip our own local staff
as a whole and you should allow in the region of $75.

Visas

Nepal visas can be obtained at Kathmandu airport
upon arrival. Tibetan visas are obtained by
Adventure Peaks in Kathmandu.
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ITINERARY
DAY

TODAY WE...

WE STAY AT...

ACCOMMODATION

MEALS

1-2

Fly – arrive Kathmandu

Plane/Kathmandu

Plane/Hotel

3

Sightseeing in Kathmandu

Kathmandu

Hotel

BD

4

Visit orphanage and school

Kathmandu

Hotel

BD

5

Fly to Lhasa

Lhasa 3,600m

Hotel/Guesthouse

BD

6

Sightseeing in Lhasa

Lhasa 3,600m

Hotel/Guesthouse

BLD

7

Drive Lhasa to Gyantse

Gyantse 3,950m

Hotel/Guesthouse

BLD

8

Drive Gyantse to Xigatse 3,900m

Xigatse 3,900m

Hotel/Guesthouse

BLD

9

Xigatse to Xegar 4,350m

Xegar 4,350m

Hotel/Guesthouse

BLD

10

Xegar to Base Camp 5,200m

Base Camp 5,200m

Camp

BLD

11-12

Acclimatisation to 6,000m

Base Camp 5,200m

Camp

BLD

13

Acclimatisation to 6,000m

5,460m

Camp

BLD

14

Trek to Intermediate Camp 2

5,760m

Camp

BLD

15

Trek to ABC

ABC 6,340m

Camp

BLD

16-7

Rest and acclimatisation for Rugby

ABC 6,340m

Camp

BLD

18-19

Rugby Matches

ABC 6,450-6,550m

Camp

BLD

20

Return to BC

BC 5,200m

Camp

BLD

21-22

Drive BC to Kathmandu

1,400m

Hotel

BLD

23

International flights

B

24

International flights

B

The youngest person to have
made an ascent to the summit is
15-Year-old Ming Kipa Sherpa in
May 2003, while the oldest person
to have achieved the feat is 76
years old Bahadur Sherchan.
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ABOUT US
Why book with Adventure Peaks?

Adventure Peaks has been organising successful
expeditions to Tibet (Everest Summit via North Ridge,
North Col, Lhakpa Ri, Advanced Base Camp and Cho
Oyu) for 17 years, making us the most experienced
and valued British company operating in Tibet.

Pre-Trip Training Weekend
Fri 21-Sun 23 September 2018

A pre-expedition training weekend will be provided
(included as part of cost of the challenge) in the Lake
District (staying at a hotel in Ambleside) designed to help
you prepare fully for your trek, allowing members to
meet to obtain information, share ideas, train, socialise
and most of all gel as teams. Whilst the weekend is
optional, we strongly recommend you attend and (at
an additional cost) you can bring a partner or friend.
If you are unable to attend the specific Wooden Spoon
weekend, then you are welcome to join one of our
regular monthly training weekends where you will be
able to obtain similar information. Meets are held in
the Lake District from May-November and Scotland
from January-March.
The cost for clients is included in the trip
cost and includes:
Accommodation on a twin or double room basis
Friday and Saturday, 2 days guiding and group
evening meal on Saturday.
Format for the weekend – Friday
20:00-21:00 Short welcome briefing and overview
of the Trek and the Wooden Spoon Challenge at
the selected hotel.
Saturday
09:00-16:30 Mountain Day: informal discussions
about treks as we walk
16:30-18:00 Free time
18:00-19:00 Question and answer session
19:00 Dinner at a local restaurant and informal
talks/questions.
Sunday
09.00:15.30 Mountain Day and/or equipment
shopping, (early finish to facilitate onward travel)
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How to get to Ambleside

By car: Average journey time from London/South East
(5 hours), York (2 hours), Manchester (1.5 hours).
Satellite navigation postcode for Adventure Peaks
is LA22 0DB which takes you to the A591 and the
centre of Ambleside.
Train e.g. London Euston to Oxenholme (2hrs 40min
direct) two set pick-ups can be arranged.

Payment Schedule and how to book
Challengers will be required to pay the ticket price
of £7,150 per head and then fundraise to enable you
to donate to the charity a minimum of £10,000. To
secure your place we will be inviting those interested
in participating to pay a non-refundable deposit of
£500 by no later than 20th May 2018, a second deposit
of the same amount on or before 1st December 2018.
The balance of the £5,150 ticket price would be due for
payment by 31st January 2019. A minimum donation
of £10,000 would be due by 31st March 2019.

Adventure Peaks Participation Statement
Adventure Peaks recognises that climbing, hill walking
and mountaineering are activities with a danger of
personal injury or death. Participants in these activities
should be aware of and accept these risks and be
responsible for their own actions and involvement.

Adventure Travel – Accuracy of Itinerary
Although it is our intention to operate this itinerary
as printed, it may be necessary to make some changes
as a result of flight schedules, climatic conditions,
limitations of infrastructure or other operational factors.
As a consequence, the order or location of overnight
stops and the duration of the day may vary from those
outlined. You should be aware that some events are
beyond our control and we would ask for your patience.

Mount Everest rises a few
millimeters each year as
a result of geological forces.
#everestrugby

Adventure Peaks
101 Lake Road
Ambleside
Cumbria LA22 9DB
Tel: 01539 433794
Email: info@adventurepeaks.com
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Sentinel House
Ancells Business Park
Harvest Crescent
Fleet
Hants GU51 2UZ
Tel: 01252 773720
Email: info@woodenspoon.org.uk
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